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In the history of global development after World War II,
two groups of developing countries with different modes
of development are observed. Each group has different
growth dynamics and hence different requirement of
sustainability. While proper policies and good governance
are picked up by almost everyone as conditions of
sustainability of development, social cohesion kept by
healthy nationalism should be perceived as prerequisite
for it.

North-South Problem
The theme of ‘North-South Problem’, which framework
was constructed by a famous Argentina economist Raul
Prebisch in 1940s and 1950s, put its focus on trade
i
between developed and developing countries . So-called
‘North-South Trade’ was supposed as exchange of
manufactured goods produced in developed countries
and primary goods from developing countries. Based on
this dichotomy, Prebisch and his followers asserted to
maintain the prices of primary goods at least parallel with
manufactured goods in order to keep stable income of
developing countries. Therefore, its tactics was to make
up collective bargaining power of ‘South’ at the
international negotiation determining the term of trade
with ‘North’.
In fact natural resources’ prices, especially oil price, have
historically been most critical determinants of income
allocation between ‘North and South’. During the uptrend
of resources’ prices, economic growth rates of developing
countries keep higher than of developed ones and foreign
investment starts to flow from developed countries to
developing ones.
The assertion of North-South Problem was dramatically
actualised as ‘Oil Crisis’ in 1970s through politically or
diplomatically manoeuvring oil price by OPEC
(Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries).
Nevertheless, OPEC had failed to maintain its cartel
system. Market mechanism became dominant on
determining oil price by the end of 1980s in the result that
North-South Problem’s argument has lost effectiveness
and influence. Prebisch’s idea on sustainability of
development could not prove its viability.
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East Asia Miracle
The theory of North-South Problem did not have any idea
of developing economy that was able to export
manufactured goods. However, a number of non-OECD
(Organisation of Economic Cooperation and
Development) countries that were expanding export of
manufactured goods emerged in 1970s. These ten
countries were called NICs (Newly Industrialising
ii
Countries) in an OECD report of 1979 , but only four
economies, namely South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong continued to grow in 1980s. Those four
economies came to be called NIES (Newly Industrialising
Economies).
Bela Balassa analysed the characteristics of such countries
iii
at first in his paper of 1971 . He described the set of
policies adopted by South Korea and Taiwan as ‘Outwardlooking strategy’, and their developmental process as
‘export-oriented industrialisation’. He argued that their
strategy was based on comparative advantage on labour.
NIES had been endowed no natural resources but cheap
and abandon labour force，which enabled them to bring
up competitive manufacturing industries that could
produce cheaper products than developed countries did.
The economic rationality of NIES strategy provided
arguments good enough for development economics to
yield a new type of theories. Export-oriented
industrialisation was much more attractive to the
mainstream of economics than North-South Problem’s
framework which had rather affinity with neo-Marxism.
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Sustainability of NIES Development
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Economic growth of NIES depended on the
competitiveness provided by the quality and amount of
their labour force. East Asia has the highest population
density in the world and also accomplished modernisation
of agriculture during 1980s. ‘Green Revolution’ has made
their food production capacities nearly tripled in two
decades from 1960s, and increasing domestic food supply
helped to maintain low wage. Such progress brought
demographic shift from rural to urban areas supplying
labour to new industries, and promoted equitable income
distribution.
East Asian countries also enjoyed ‘Demographic Bonus’
coincidently, that is, increasing labour force component in
total population, which accelerated economic growth.
But, demographic bonus should be followed by
demographic onus; a phase of decreasing labour force
component in total population. Japan is the first case of it
and will be followed by China, South Korea, and so on.
Under demographic onus, the growth potential of
outward-looking strategy should be considerably lost like
as Japan’s experience in these 20 years. Immigration
might be one of the solutions to offset its distractive
effect, however, it seems to be difficult for East Asians to
adapt immigration-dependent strategy like Europeans,
with only one exception of Singapore that has adopted
English as official language.
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Resource Curse and Poor
Governance
From 2003 we experienced again resources’ prices hike,
which brought about rapid economic growth even in SubSaharan Africa that had been left much behind other
developing regions. China moved beforehand in new
directed diplomacy toward Africa pushed by its own
expanding requirement for natural resources. But
resource boom has already ended. Due to steep prices’
reduction, the economic performances of natural
resources’ exporters were rapidly deteriorated.
To keep sustainability of development, it is important for
resource-endowed developing countries to nurture any
other sectors than resource exploitation. Careful and
prudent appropriation of resources revenue is key for that
purpose, nevertheless, the argument of ‘resource curse’
says that resource endowment may smear national
picture of development and social progress through
unequal income distribution, prevailed corruption,
iv
stagnated employment, etc . These symptoms are
explained as consequences of rent-seeking activities
entailed with resource business.
In the case of Sub-Saharan Africa, underdevelopment of
agriculture is definitely one of the most serious and
fundamental problems annoying Africans. The land
productivity of food cereal in Sub-Saharan Africa is less
than one thirds of the world average; consequently Africa
is the biggest importer of cereal in the world in spite of
that 60% of its labour force is still engaged in the
agricultural sector. Africa now depends around 25% of its
total cereal consumption on import and aid, which has
brought higher price of foodstuff and then comparatively
higher wage than in Asian developing countries. After all,
Africa doesn’t have comparative advantage in labour.
Constantly increasing cereal import of Africa has become
global concern for food security of the human being.

and hence establishing healthy nationalism will provide
motivation for development and contribute to sustain it.
Broadly shared nation-consciousness will be indispensable
for preventing resource curse. For example, Norwegian
way to reserve institutionally a considerable part of
resources revenue for next generation is based on their
firm national identity kept beyond generations.
Modernisation of agriculture was initiated everywhere by
the public sector, without which initiative social
foundation for industrial revolution would have not been
prepared. While proper policies and good governance are
picked up by almost everyone as conditions of
sustainability of development, social cohesion kept by
healthy nationalism should be perceived as prerequisite
for it.
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Sustain Development
For sustaining development in longer term in the current
globalised world, it must not be ignored to establish
collaboration with global companies who spread
international business beyond boarders. Development in
st
the 21 century will become more competitive for each
government to provide various incentives to the private
sector.
On the other hand, historically speaking, development
occurs not in international arenas but within national
border. Development itself is a nationalistic phenomenon,
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